RULES AND REGULATIONS RESPECTING
JACKPOT ENTITLEMENT FOR INDIVIDUALS
WHO ARE VOLUNTARILY SELF-EXCLUDED OR
PROHIBITED BY BCLC FROM ENTERING BC
GAMING FACILITIES

British Columbia Lottery Corporation ("BCLC") is authorized by and as agent for the
Government of British Columbia to conduct, manage and operate lottery schemes pursuant
to the Gaming Control Act of the Province of British Columbia (the “Act”).

INTERPRETATION

1. In these Rules and Regulations:
   a. “VSE Individual” means a participant in BCLC’s Voluntary Self-Exclusion program
      which enables individuals to voluntarily self-exclude from BC gaming facilities for a
      set period of time;
   b. “Prohibited Individual” means a person whom BCLC has prohibited from entering a
      BC gaming facility in accordance with the Act;
   c. “Jackpot Prize” means any gaming facility prize for which identification is requested
      in order to claim the prize.
   d. “Gaming Facility” has the same meaning as it has in s.1 of the Act.

ENTITLEMENT

1. No VSE Individual shall be eligible to receive a Jackpot Prize.
2. No Prohibited Individual shall be eligible to receive a Jackpot Prize.
3. BCLC shall not pay or deliver any Jackpot Prize to a VSE Individual, even if a VSE
   individual would otherwise qualify as a winner of a Jackpot Prize.
4. BCLC shall not pay or deliver any Jackpot Prize to a Prohibited Individual, even if a
   Prohibited Individual would otherwise qualify as a winner of a Jackpot Prize.
5. BCLC incurs no liability to the extent that it pays or delivers a prize, including a Jackpot
   Prize, to a VSE Individual or a Prohibited Individual in error.